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There have been some great results in the 

Nationals again this year and that is what I 

miss about not racing the pigeons. But with 

these races I have always said if you send 

often enough everything will suit you 

sooner or later. Ever since I first took an 

interest in the NFC there have been good 

results for fanciers all over the country so I 

am not just referring to the section L where 

we are, it is the same for the whole of the 

country. Oddly enough Elizabeth has 

pointed out more batches going over than I 

have but I must admit that with not having 

a racing loft in the garden I have not been 

scanning the skies. Also Fred and Freda are 

going to go, as are their second round of 

youngsters so even the box will be empty.  

I had a pigeon sent up from the south coast 

on the 24/25th June when the weather as 

really warm. At the moment we are 

inundated with cats, 4 next door, 3 in the 

gardens behind and two come from across 

the road. It’s getting to be a full time job 

cleaning up after them. If our dog made a 

mess and we didn’t clean it up we would 

get a fine, same with many more things in 

life – one-sided. I opened the box and the 

pigeon was lying on the bottom in the 

shavings, not dead but three quarters of the 

way there. This was off a 1st International 

ace so was needed by the buyer. On the 

morning of the 26th the hen was still lying 

in the corner of the section where she had 

been to the drinker but the heat certainly 

took a lot out of her. A couple of days later 

she was fine and ready to go again.  

Fanciers get one most years and this year 

was the bad weekend was the 27th/28th 

June when there were a lot of pigeons 

missing from across the channel. The vels 

were good for some but others suffered 

and there are quite a number of reports 

with pigeons being missing. The latest race 

for the North West Classic was from 

Fougeres for this Frank Bristow sponsored 

race when 40 members send 332 selected 

pigeons. This was a good steady race, the 

type that makes the pigeons work for their 

cards when the winning vels are just short 

of the 1200ypm mark.  

The winner was racing to the lofts of Ray 

Bullen who is one of the good workers with 
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the club. Ray finished the race taking 1st & 

5th section 1st & 6th open with another 

two close behind.  

 

R Bullen’s NWCC winner. 

The winner is a Dark Cheq 3yo cock which 

was a gift bird as a youngster off Campbell 

Brothers & Son from Kirkby. His sire is a Van 

Den Driessche cock off Gerry Clements and 

has Admiral Junior, Gerda and De Kleinen as 

grandparents. His dam was purchased by 

the lads at one of Frank Taskers sales and is 

a daughter of the fabulous Chris 

Hebberecht breeding hen Kathy when 

paired to De Grote Jules. Ray then clocked a 

pigeon known as the “55 Vermassen cock” 

that was 2nd in this race last year and has 

done well in the classic previously.  

 

R Bullen. 

In this race he came well again finishing 5th 

section and 6th open to show that this 

Belgium bred pigeon was not a one off, this 

cock was the Cheadle FC channel bird of the 

year 2014.  

Just behind him in 8th place is a hen off 

Gerry Clements which is bred off one of his 

Social Circle birds and is aptly named 

Facebook. They came really well for Ray 

with 11 on the day and 14 out 16 in race 

time. His hens have been pairing up a bit, 

with some laying so he purchased some hen 

boxes off Roger Sutton which improved the 

hen’s attitude to the cocks. It was a good 

sunny week during the build-up and the 

cocks’ section doesn't get any afternoon 

sun so he transferred them during the day 

to the young bird section which warms up 

nicely later on. Whether these slight 

changes made any difference he doesn't 

know but the result was very pleasing. 2nd 

section 2nd open sees Brian Lee has had 

another good race with the club. Brian 

clocked the big blue cock, "Rooney" who 
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has been a consistent performer raced on 

the roundabout system. His sire was bred 

for stock accidentally because his sire bred 

in 2013 a youngster at the time was paired 

to an old hen bred in 2010 who was put 

with the young cock in preparation for the 

NFC programme culminating with the 

Tarbes National flying to eggs. The sire 

topped the Wrekin fed from Frome and 

took 4th in a 4 bird Carentan open race 

while the dam flew the full National 

programme taking amongst other prizes, 

12th section L Tarbes. By this time the eggs 

hatched and the unrung youngster was 

pottering about and Brian said that he 

didn't have the heart to cull him.  

The rest is history as he has sired several 

top performers for Brian paired to an 08 

hen gifted to him by his good friend and top 

fancier Tommy Shaw from Stoke on Trent. 

The sire of 08 is Rambo 24 x 1st prizes also 

topping the big North Staffs fed with up 

10,600 birds 5 times, what a pigeon. The 

dam is "The Tame hen" winner of £2,500 in 

National racing and herself a daughter of 

"My Fair Lady" Tommy’s best ever racing 

hen being a winner of 3 x first Saintes and 

£4,500 National racing. Brian went on to say 

that the 2013 hen was his first arrival from 

Ancesis where she is provisionally 12th 

section L but that will more than likely 

change in the full result. 1st section B 3rd 

Open goes to Tommy Howarth; the hard 

task master collects another prize in the 

club. Tom and Ann clock their good red cock 

known as “A.J. The Big Red Machine” who 

was purchased at a breeder/buyer and bred 

by Jimmy Hamilton. This cock has been 

what we call a “Good Un” for these lofts 

having won 14th section Fougeres. 3rd 

section 7th Open Messac. 6th section 19th 

open Niort as a yearling with the club in 

2014. Then in 2015 2nd Wollaston and in 

this club 18th section Carentan. 1st section 

3rd open Fougeres. Between finishing these 

notes and being published the main race 

that Tom is aiming for will have gone and 

that is Saintes with the NFC, I shall be 

looking at the result.  

Tom started the season with 12 widowhood 

cocks and is down to 9 when many others 

are down to less than half their original 

starting line up. He also started with 36ybs 

and after a few tosses still has 28 in the loft 

but as we all know that can soon change 

with youngsters. Tom believes that his hard 

training methods with the young birds is 

what sets them up for future years racing. 

The old birds are different because once the 

first race is over they are not trained again 

in the racing season. They are exercised 

around home for anything up to 3hrs all 

depending on where he is and what job he 

is doing but Ann does step in and help out.  

They have Aviform in the water and are fed 

on a mixture of Premier Gold, Multi task 

and Super widowhood which is left in front 

of them all the time. 3rd section A 4th Open 

the ever consistent Roger Sutton not one 

for giving much away is our Roger. 4th 

section A 5th Open Steven Llallement who 

was telling me that his preference is racing 

in clubs like the NWCC and NFC and went 

on to say this is where he sees the future of 

the sport. He could not tell me much about 

this one except that it was bred by Billy 

Holland and is a blue Busschaert cock. 

Previous prizes won by this cock include 

2nd Club 3rd N C Fed and 3rd club 10th fed 

both at Mangotsfield in 2014. Steve races 

20 widowhood cocks and this is one of the 

more consistent ones from the team but did 

point out that there have been quite a few 

lost this year and the season is not finished 

yet. Steve also said that he has not had 

stock birds but has realised that he would 
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be better off with some so is now in the 

process of putting a team together to breed 

his future racers. He has also changed his 

feeding methods and now uses, Vanroabeys 

widowhood with a Bamfords mix and a 

good young bird mix. 2nd section B Eric 

Taylor. I called Eric but as in the past he is 

one of those who is hard to get hold of. 

What I can say he is one of the fanciers to 

beat and if you do then you are not far off 

the winning post.  

3rd section B, Peter & Dawn Latham from 

Middlewich have won a few prizes this year 

with what appears to be an increased team. 

The partnership clocked a mealy hen sent 

sitting 10 days and is a Staf van 

Reet/Vandenabeele. The SVR side came 

through a pair purchased at Blackpool. The 

cock was from M & D Evans, the Van de 

Pasch cock was from a trip with Tony Bates 

to the continent. Peter was saying that he 

has mainly flown her on the circle and it 

suits this hen.  

 

Dawn Latham. 

1st section C goes to Kenny Burns who has 

had good results with the club. She is a 

Jimmy Dickins Staf van Reet bred from a 

daughter of champion Apollo crossed on to 

a son of champion Laser Gun and bred by 

Chris Boughen from Kings Lynn.  

 

Section C winner 

This one yet again was bought in one of the 

Rainbow auction that Kenny runs proving 

once again that the real pigeons come up 

for grabs in these charity sales. This hen is 

named Little Mary after Kenny’s late 

mother because she was Kenny’s first bird 

home the day after his mother’s passing. 

She is flown on the roundabout system and 

flown around home. No training for the 

hens as they exercise well at home. She has 

been a consistent hen all season and a real 

character in the loft. Feeding is as much as 

want twice a day. 

 

June 2015 
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